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ABSTRACT
Most recent research in power-aware supercomputing has focused on making individual nodes more efficient and measuring the results in terms of flops per watt. While this work is vital in order to reach exascale computing at 20 megawatts, there has been a dearth of work that explores efficiency at the whole system level. Traditional approaches in supercomputer design use worst-case power provisioning: the total power allocated to the system is determined by the maximum power draw possible per node. In a world where power is plentiful and nodes are scarce, this solution is optimal. However, as power becomes the limiting factor in supercomputer design, worst-case provisioning becomes a drag on performance.

In this paper we demonstrate how a policy of overprovisioning hardware with respect to power combined with intelligent, hardware-enforced power bounds consistently leads to greater performance across a range of standard benchmarks. In particular, leveraging overprovisioning requires that applications use effective configurations; the best configuration depends on application scalability and memory contention. We show that using overprovisioning leads to an average speedup of more than 50% over worst-case provisioning.

1. INTRODUCTION
The reality of power-limited supercomputing has begun to transform the community's understanding of performance. The still highly influential standard has been flops measured on the Linpack benchmark [4]. Flops per watt, epitomized by the Green 500 [11] list of supercomputers, is a new metric that may soon carry more importance. However, flops-per-watt varies widely across applications, and designing a system that optimizes it for any single benchmark leads to inefficient and suboptimal performance for other benchmarks.

The architecture community has addressed a similar design problem on single nodes (and embedded systems) by a process of overprovisioning hardware [19]. For example, in recent chip designs (e.g., Nehalem), more cores exist on the processor than can simultaneously run at the highest CPU clock frequency (due to power constraints). The user (or system, or hardware) has a choice among several different combinations of clock frequency and active core counts, with smaller core counts allowing higher frequencies.

The U.S. Department of Energy's goal of exascale computing with 20 megawatts or less means that the power that can physically be brought to the machine room will constrain future systems. Further, typical estimates are that each MW-year costs $1M so supercomputing centers can only afford a limited amount of power. Thus, we should also consider overprovisioning for high-performance computing (HPC).

With such constraints, we can guarantee full power to a restricted number of nodes (worst case provisioning) or we must limit the power to more nodes (overprovisioning). While an overprovisioned supercomputer cannot execute each node at full power, it could achieve better overall performance in terms of application execution time than a system with fewer fully-powered nodes. However, to achieve better performance on overprovisioned systems, we need new strategies to manage applications such that the best overall performance is achieved—while not exceeding the system-wide power bound. In particular, we must understand how different applications behave under enforced power limitations and how application configurations influence the utilization of the available power. For instance, under a power bound, an application's scalability characteristics determine whether we want to use fewer nodes at higher power per node or more nodes at lower power per node. Future systems are even likely to go a step further and allow power to be directed to individual components; e.g., if the code is CPU-bound, then cores can be run faster while reducing power to memory and other node components.

In this paper we provide, as far as we know, the first extensive study on real hardware that explores how HPC applications behave under a power bound and how application configurations influence the performance in overprovisioned systems. We analyze strongly-scaled HPC benchmarks on the
rzmerl cluster at LLNL, which has 162 Intel Sandy Bridge nodes. We use Intel’s RAPL interface to enable and to enforce power limits and to study their effects on performance using several benchmarks.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We study the effect of a power bound on a set of high performance computing applications;
- We show that the optimal configuration for a given application depends on its parallel efficiency and memory intensity as well as the particular power bound;
- We show that using overprovisioning leads to an average speedup of more than 50% over worst-case provisioning on four applications (BT-MZ, LU-MZ, SP-MZ, and SPhot).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the overall approach for our study. Section 3 introduces Intel’s RAPL interface for power clamping, Sections 4, 5, and 6 describe our experimental details, baseline power results, and multiple-node results, respectively. Next, Section 7 describes related work, Section 8 discusses future opportunities in overprovisioned supercomputing, and Section 9 provides concluding remarks.

2. OVERPROVISIONING

As mentioned above, an overprovisioned system is one in which we cannot simultaneously power all components at peak power. Overprovisioned systems will become more common as we hit what Venkatesh et al. term the utilization wall [35]. We expect that as transistor switching speeds increase, we will not be able to dissipate the heat at the same rate. Thus, the fraction of the chip that can be executed at full speed is monotonically decreasing; the part of the chip that must remain unused is referred to as dark silicon [2]. This fact has given rise to dynamic overclocking features in modern processor architectures, such as Intel’s Turbo Boost [15] and AMD’s Turbo CORE [5]. Processors are now designed to be over provisioned with respect to power—the CPU frequency at which a core executes depends on the number of active cores, and not all cores can simultaneously run at the highest frequency.

The same idea should be applied to supercomputing. Exascale systems will have a power budget; the current bound set by DoE is 20 MW. Overprovisioning in the supercomputing context means that not all nodes in the facility can execute at peak power simultaneously. As opposed to worst-case provisioning, overprovisioning is advantageous because it can allow, for example, both highly scalable and less scalable jobs to perform well. In particular, an application’s scalability determines whether we should use fewer nodes at higher power per node or more nodes at lower power per node. Also, when only a few nodes in the application are on the critical path, running all nodes at peak power might be wasteful. In addition, depending on an application’s CPU and memory usage, we can choose to use fewer cores per node or to allocate component power within a node (that is, power to the packages and the memory subsystem) based on utilization. While overprovisioning means that the supercomputing center buys more compute capacity can be used, it allows the user to customize the system to an application and thereby to achieve better performance.

As overprovisioning becomes more common, the HPC community will need to address the performance challenges that arise. Power must be scheduled more carefully among the hardware resources in an HPC cluster. These resources include the racks in the machine room, the nodes within the racks, the components within a node and the interconnect; and, a fixed system-level power-constraint on the cluster will hierarchically translate to a node-level power-constraint, possibly in a non-uniform manner.

In order to explore overprovisioning and its effect on application performance, we address the following question in this paper: given a machine with $n$ nodes and $c$ cores per node, a cluster-level power bound $P$ on the machine, and a strongly-scaled HPC application, how important is choosing the optimal configuration? We define a configuration as: (1) a value for $n$, (2) a value for $c$, (3) an amount of power $p$ to be allocated to each node. The constraint is that the total power consumed must be no more than the bound $P$, and the goal is to minimize application runtime.

We explore this issue through a series of experiments on a 162 node Intel Sandy Bridge cluster at LLNL and use Intel’s RAPL interface to enforce various power bounds on a wide range of HPC applications and benchmarks. Thus, the cluster is effectively an overprovisioned system.

3. INTEL’S RAPL INTERFACE: RUNNING AVERAGE POWER LIMIT

The Intel Sandy Bridge processor family supports on-board power measurement and power clamping at a fine granularity through a novel interface named Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) [16]. The architecture has four power domains—Package (PKG), Power Plane 0 (PP0), Power Plane 1 (PP1) and DRAM. The PKG domain represents the processor die, and the DRAM domain includes directly attached memory. PP0 covers mostly the cores, while PP1 covers uncore devices (like the off-chip last-level cache or the Intel QuickPath Interconnect). The Sandy Bridge architecture has two processor models, the client (family=0x06, model=0x2A) and the server (family=0x06, model=0x2D). The client model supports the PKG, PP0 and the PP1 domains, and the server model supports the PKG, PP0 and DRAM domains.

A series of Machine Specific Registers (MSRs) implement RAPL. To access these MSRs, developers can use the `msr` kernel module. This module exports a file interface that can be used to read from or write to the MSRs given appropriate permissions using the `readmsr` and `writemsr` instructions. The RAPL interface includes the MSR_RAPL_POWER_UNIT read-only register that exposes the units for power, energy and time in Watts, Joules and Seconds respectively, at architecture-specific precision. We use server model Sandy Bridge nodes with units of 0.125W, 0.0000152J and 0.000977 seconds.
Power Measurement. Each domain has a 32-bit, read-only ENERGY_STATUS MSR, which is updated approximately every millisecond. Because the unit of joules is small, this is expected to roll over within hours. Average power can be calculated using this MSR and the elapsed time.

Power Clamping. Each domain has a POWER_LIMIT MSR that can specify a time window and a maximum average-power value. The hardware ensures that the average power over the specified time window does not exceed the power value by adjusting the processor P- and T- states and using other undocumented techniques.

The Power Clamping library. To analyze HPC applications under a power bound, we developed the librapl library to facilitate safe user-space access of Intel’s RAPL MSRs. This library uses the MPI profiling layer to intercept MPI_Init() and MPI_Finalize() calls to set up the necessary MSRs. Thus, we do not modify application source code. The library can also sample MPI programs at a desired time interval and intercept every MPI call in the application to gather timing and energy/power information. It further infers the operating frequency for each core using the APERF and NPERF MSRs [16]. Our library can be downloaded from https://github.com/tpatki/librapl and is currently in use at Purdue University, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, LLNL, and the University of Arizona.

4. EXPERIMENTAL AND APPLICATION DETAILS

In all results in this paper, we report power values in Watts and timing information in seconds. We conduct our experiments on the rczmerl cluster at LLNL, which is a 162-node Sandy Bridge cluster. Each node is a 062D server model with two PKG domains, and 8 cores per package. The memory per node is 32GB. The clock speed is 2.6 GHz, and the maximum turbo frequency is 3.3 GHz. The cluster has a 32-node per job limit. We use MVAPICH2 version 1.7 and compile all codes with the Intel compiler version 12.1.5. OpenMP threads were scheduled using the scatter policy by setting the KMP_AFFINITY environment variable. The scatter policy distributes threads on a node as evenly as possible. This determines the number of threads running on each socket and in turn determines cache performance and node power.

Power clamping for PP0 and DRAM was disabled by default. We run all experiments with power clamping on the PKG domain with a single clamping window and the shortest possible time window (0.000977 seconds). Thus, we avoid any potential power spikes that might result when using larger time windows. We use four PKG power caps: 51 W; 65 W; 80 W; and 95 W. We run each configuration at least three times to eliminate noise. We disable Turbo Boost when power clamping. In addition, we assumed that unused nodes in the cluster took zero power.

We also run experiments with turbo enabled without using any RAPL-enforced power bounds. A cap of 115 W in our results represents this turbo mode. 115 W corresponds to the thermal limit on the PKG and, when we use turbo mode, this thermal limit becomes our power cap by default.

Our experiments use a hybrid MPI/OpenMP model. Hybrid models have low intra-node communication overhead and are more flexible in terms of configurations that we can test. Also, future architectures are likely to have many integrated cores on a single chip (for instance, Intel’s MIC [14]). Because MPI processes have significant memory and communication overhead, the hybrid model is more likely than a flat MPI model.

HPC Applications. We used four HPC applications: SPhot [1] from the ASC Purple suite [20] and BT-MZ, SP-MZ, and LU-MZ from the NAS suite [3]. SPhot is a 2D photon transport code that uses a Monte Carlo approach to solve the Boltzmann transport equation by mimicking the behavior of photons as they are born in hot matter and move through different materials. SPhot is a CPU-bound, embarrassingly parallel application. For our multiple-node experiments, Nruts was set to 8192. For the single-node experiments, Nruns was set to 1024. The NAS Multi-zone parallel benchmarks (NAS-MZ) are derived from Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) applications and are designed to evaluate the hybrid model. We use all three NAS-MZ benchmarks: Block Tri-diagonal solver, or BT-MZ; Scalar Penta-diagonal solver, or SP-MZ; and Lower-Upper Gauss-Seidel solver, or LU-MZ. We use the Class C inputs.

Synthetic Benchmarks. In order to cover the extreme cases in the application space, we developed four MPI/OpenMP synthetic benchmarks. These tests are (1) CPU-bound and scalable (SC); (2) CPU-bound and not scalable (NSC); (3) Memory-bound and scalable (SM); (4) Memory-bound and not scalable (NSM). The CPU-bound benchmarks run a simple spin loop, and the Memory-bound benchmarks do a vector copy in reverse order. We control scalability by adding communication using MPI_Alltoall() (i.e., fewer calls to MPI_Alltoall() means better scalability).

5. BASELINE POWER RESULTS

We first present details on the effect of power on our applications to understand the impact of power limitations. We run our benchmarks on one node, varying the core count from 4 to 16, to study application characteristics and their impact on configurations.

Figure 1 shows the average PKG and DRAM power measured across the two sockets of the node for our benchmarks, at 4 and 16 cores and in turbo mode. We observe that some applications are more memory-intensive than others and hence consume more DRAM power. Examples of these are BT-MZ, SP-MZ, LU-MZ, and SM. At 16 cores per node, SP-MZ used 10.3% of its socket power for memory. Similarly, BT-MZ and LU-MZ used about 7-8% of their socket...
power for memory. SPhot, on the other hand, is relatively CPU intensive. We also observe that moving from 4 to 16 cores affects PKG power more than DRAM power. For instance, SPhot used 44.6 W of PKG power at 4 cores and 82.1 W of PKG power at 16 cores; DRAM power increased from 4.9 W to 5.7 W. Similarly, for BT-MZ, PKG power increased by 93% from 54.5 W to 105.7 W, but DRAM power only increased by 31%.

Figure 1 also shows that applications do not always use their allocated power. While the thermal limit on the PKG in turbo mode is 115 W, none of the applications actually use this much power, even when using all 16 cores. Most applications need between 80 and 90 W, except for BT-MZ, which uses nearly 106 W when running 16 cores. This important observation calls for efficient power allocation.

Next, we run single-node and multiple-node experiments with Turbo Boost to determine its effect on configurations. We collect samples every second with `librapl` and measure the frequency ratio by reading the APERF and MPERF MSRs [16]. Figure 3 shows our results on a single-node with varying core count on our CPU-bound, scalable synthetic benchmark. We multiply the median frequency ratio value from the samples with the maximum non-turbo frequency (2.6 GHz) to determine the effective turbo frequency. Frequency ratios vary little across our samples. Our results indicate that the effective turbo frequency depends on the number of active cores. Intel documentation [15] confirms this observation and also mentions that the turbo frequency varies with temperature. We run our experiments at LLNL, where the machine room temperature was fairly constant over time and do not encounter any variation in the turbo frequency that could be attributed to temperature.

We also run multiple-node experiments with Turbo Boost enabled and collect frequency samples every second with `librapl`. In these experiments, we use the same number of cores per node. All nodes reach the same turbo frequency, which is stable throughout the application’s execution. All nodes engage in turbo mode similarly.
Results of Intel Turbo Boost (Single node, Bmark: SC)
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Figure 3: Turbo Boost on a single node with the CPU-bound, scalable benchmark.

Summary. Power utilization varies between applications and power affects them differently. Thus, multiple-node overprovisioning could improve performance.

6. MULTIPLE NODE OVERPROVISIONING

This section presents and analyzes multiple-node results of the HPC applications and synthetic benchmarks that we listed in Section 4. Because we could not feasibly run every possible configuration and because rsmert has a 32-node limit per job, we run experiments with 8 to 32 nodes and 4 to 16 cores per node, in increments of 2. For the scope of this paper, we assume uniform power allocation per node and that the applications are perfectly load-balanced.

6.1 Configurations

As discussed in Section 2, we define a configuration as: (1) a value for number of nodes, \( n \), (2) a value for number of cores per node, \( c \), and (3) power allocated per node, \( p \), in Watts. We denote a configuration as \( (n \times c, p) \). Because power capping is unavailable on DRAM and PPU, we use \( p \) to represent the PKG power that is allocated to the node. We measure DRAM power along with PKG power, and our results report their sum on each socket across all nodes when we report total power.

For comparison purposes, we define four special configurations: packed-max; packed-min; spread-max; and spread-min. The term packed denotes that a configuration uses all cores on one node before using an additional node, while spread denotes that processes are spread as evenly as possible across all nodes, with 4 being the fewest cores per node used. When we append max is appended, we use the maximum power (i.e., turbo mode) on each node, while min means we use the minimum power (i.e., clamp at 51 Watts). In all four special configurations, we continue to add cores and/or nodes until we reach the global power bound (or until we cannot add more nodes).

6.2 Results

We run our benchmarks on multiple nodes under various overprovisioned scenarios. Our cluster of 32 nodes consumed about 6350 W of power when running all cores as fast as possible. We investigate four overprovisioned scenarios; in each we have 32 nodes at our disposal, but power limits of 2500 W, 3000 W, 3500 W, and 4000 W. For comparison purposes, we also look at the case with unlimited power.

Figure 4 displays the potential speedup that overprovisioning can provide. This graph compares the best performance of any configuration that is under the respective power bound, compared to using packed-max (which is worst-case provisioning). If no bar exists then packed-max is optimal.

The average speedup of BT-MZ, LU-MZ, SP-MZ, and SPhot when using overprovisioning compared to worst-case provisioning is 73.8%, 55.6%, 67.2%, and 50.9% for a 2500 W, 3000 W, 3500 W, and 4000 W bound, respectively. Clearly, overprovisioning can lead to large performance improvements. For four cases, using a configuration other than packed-max is best even with unlimited power; this is due to memory contention that degrades performance when using all cores.

Overprovisioning essentially allows applications to utilize the machine as a reconfigurable architecture, which allows for better performance than worst-case provisioning. For example, consider the global power bound of 3500 W. Here, SP-MZ executes 2.49 times faster when using the optimal configuration of \((26 \times 12, 80)\) than the packed-max configuration associated with worst-case provisioning, \((20 \times 16, 115)\). With worst-case provisioning, the facility would only have 20 nodes. We study the potential speedup that overprovisioning can support. We leave the question of how to determine configurations that realize this speedup for future work.

6.2.1 Comparing Different Configurations

Figure 5 (page seven) shows in-depth results for three of our power bounds (2500 W, 3500 W, and unlimited) for all applications. The y-axis represents performance of the four canonical configurations, normalized to the performance of the optimal configuration under the global power bound (higher is better). The x-axis lists our eight benchmarks. Each figure includes a table that provides the actual configurations. The figure also contains the total power consumed (packages and memory power) and the time taken.

First, the figure shows some applications perform best using packed configurations compared to the spread configurations and that execution time can vary substantially between packed and spread configurations. This trend can be observed across all the benchmarks as well as power bounds. For example, at a global power bound of 2500 W, the spread-min configuration for SPhot runs 64.5% slower than packed-min. For SP-MZ at the same power bound, the spread-max configuration runs 2.16 times faster than the corresponding packed-max configuration. For SC, the spread-min runs more than twice as slow when compared to the packed-min configuration. In addition, for NSC, spread-max runs 2.36 times slower than packed-max.
The difference between the packed-max and packed-min configurations can also be significant. For example, with SPhot the packed-max configuration runs 29.8% slower than packed-min at 2500 W because the packed-min configuration utilizes more nodes and thus more total cores at lower power per node, as can be seen from the corresponding table. For SP-MZ and BT-MZ, the execution time difference between the spread-max and spread-min configurations is negligible. However, for LU-MZ this difference is 8% under a power bound of 2500 W and 16% under a power bound of 3500 W. When we vary the power bound, the execution time difference as well as the trend followed by the canonical and optimal configurations varies. At each global power bound, the configurations associated with the same canonical form can be different with an increase in the nodes and cores. For example, with SP-MZ packed-max is $(12 \times 16, 115)$ at 2500 W and $(20 \times 16, 115)$ at 3500 W.

Second, the best configuration is not always one of packed-max, packed-min, spread-max, or spread-min. For example, at 2500 W, BT-MZ, SP-MZ, LU-MZ and NSM have an optimal configuration that is different than the four canonical configurations. As the corresponding table shows, the optimal configuration for SP-MZ was $(22 \times 8, 80)$, which was 22% faster than the fastest canonical configuration, $(28 \times 4, 51)$. Running fewer nodes at higher power per node performs better than running more nodes at lower power per node in this case, as opposed to SPhot.

Third, the best configuration for an application depends on the particular global power bound. For instance, at a power bound of 2500 W, the best configuration for SP-MZ is $(22 \times 8, 80)$. On the other hand, when the power bound is 3500 W, it is $(26 \times 12, 80)$—one expects more nodes with a higher power bound, but the number of cores per node is different.

Application characteristics determine whether better execution times result from using more nodes, with fewer cores per node and at lower power; or fewer nodes, with more cores per node, and at a higher power. For instance, SPhot and BT-MZ always perform better when running more cores per node, and fewer nodes at higher power (i.e., packed), primarily because they are more CPU intensive than SP-MZ and LU-MZ. The spread configurations perform better for SP-MZ and LU-MZ because they are more memory intensive, and using more cores per node for such applications causes memory contention. For example, at 2500 W and 3500 W, the spread configurations are close to optimal for LU-MZ. Application scalability also plays an important role in determining the right configuration. SP-MZ, LU-MZ, NSC, and NSM have an optimal configuration that is neither packed nor spread, but somewhere in between because running as few as 4 cores per node and as many nodes as possible under the power bound increases communication.

Importantly, blindly choosing the configuration that takes the maximum amount of power under the enforced global power bound is in some cases a bad decision. For example, the optimal configuration for SPhot at 2500 W is not the one that takes the maximum amount of power under
Figure 5: Multiple node experiments at a global power bound of 2500 W (top), 3500 W (middle) and unlimited (bottom). The left-hand side shows normalized performance (to the optimal) per benchmark, and the right-hand side shows the configuration and execution time for each point for SPhot, SP-MZ and LU-MZ. The last (shaded) row shows the optimal configuration.
the 2500 W limit. Another example of this is LU-MZ at 6500 W. Even when the configuration with highest power leads to best performance, Figure 5 shows that competing configurations that take slightly less power (less than 0.1% of the power associated with the optimal configuration) are sometimes significantly worse in performance (for example, SP-MZ at 3200 W). A variation in power of 0.1% could result from experimental variance.

6.2.2 Using Fewer Cores
Cases exist in which using fewer total cores results in better execution time. This result is not unexpected, since similar results have been shown for worst-case provisioning [9]. For example, as the table corresponding to unlimited power shows, both SP-MZ and LU-MZ perform better with fewer total cores with the same PKG-level power bound. With SP-MZ, the spread-max configuration, $\{32 \times 4, 115\}$ is about 15% faster than the packed-max, $\{32 \times 16, 115\}$ (which runs four times as many cores). Two reasons lead to this behavior: first, in turbo mode, running fewer cores per node results in a higher effective turbo frequency; and, second, memory contention at 16 cores causes performance degradation. However, the optimal configuration is $\{32 \times 14, 115\}$, which uses more total cores than the spread-max configuration, but fewer cores per node than the packed-max configuration. The result is significantly better memory performance. The optimal configuration runs 72% faster than the fastest canonical one, which cannot be attributed to turbo mode because having 14 or 16 active cores per node results in the same effective turbo frequency.

In the case of LU-MZ, though, the effect of turbo mode as well as reduced memory contention can be seen more prominently. The optimal configuration, $\{32 \times 8, 115\}$ runs more than twice as fast as the packed-max, and 17% faster than the fastest canonical configuration, spread-max.

7. RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first study of HPC on power-constrained clusters and the first to explore optimal configurations under power bounds in the context of overprovisioned systems. Little work exists on HPC under a power bound. Rountree et al. [28] were the first to explore the idea using a dynamic, hardware-enforced power-bound in the HPC environment and to propose RAPL as an alternative to DVFS. They also examined power variation across processors and demonstrated that variation in processor power translates to variation in processor performance under a power bound. Springer et al. [32] studied computing under an energy bound for HPC applications, but this older work used DVFS instead of power clamping; they also used only eight single-core nodes and thereby avoided any scaling issues due to limited on-node memory bandwidth. Femal and Freeh [10] developed a technique for safe overprovisioning, but they focused on sets of CGI programs executed by web servers in data centers. In contrast, our work is focused on improving the performance of a single HPC program that has access to the entire cluster.

Curtis-Maury introduced Dynamic Concurrency Throttling, which controls the number of active threads that execute parallel regions to optimize for power and performance dynamically [7–9]. Li et al. [21] further extended this work to hybrid programming models. While these teams looked at configurations for general power minimization, they did not consider and study the impact of hardware-enforced or system-level power bounds on configurations.

Prior work has explored saving power/energy under a time bound in both the HPC and real-time communities. In the HPC arena, work has used linear programming to find near-optimal energy savings with zero time increase [29] as well as a run-time system that implements these ideas [27]. In the real-time community, several have used mixed integer linear programming to solve the DVFS scheduling problem [17, 30, 33, 34] but are limited to a single processor. Several other real-time approaches save energy [24–26, 36, 37].

Additionally, there is work in DVFS to trade execution time for lower power/energy [6, 13] as well as several analytic models to predict or to understand energy consumption in the context of scalability [12, 22, 31]. There are several other DVFS algorithms, including thrifty barriers [22], CPUMiser [12], and Jitter [18].

Overall, while significant work exists on optimizing or minimizing power, our work is the first to study the impact of power bounds, not only within a node, but also at larger-scale installations. Thus, we provide a first peek into the behavior of future generations of supercomputing systems, where such a scenario will be reality.

8. FUTURE WORK
Future work will proceed in multiple directions. One avenue is to investigate nonuniformity in power allocation. In this paper we studied uniform overprovisioned supercomputing. That is, while we showed that using more nodes with reduced power often leads to better performance, each node has a uniform configuration. While common for today’s HPC applications, future applications are expected to be more heterogeneous.

In particular, assigning nonuniform power per node may improve performance, especially if the application exhibits load imbalance. However, a naive power assignment to each node (e.g., proportional increase in power based on amount of work) may produce poor results. For example, consider results on a single node in Figure 6. For SPhot, using more cores at lower power is profitable. On the other hand, for LU-MZ, running fewer cores at higher power is better.

Clearly, if we allocate power to nodes in a nonuniform manner, we should understand how power bounds impact performance through a node-level power-performance model. In past work we have used nonuniform DVFS settings to save energy with negligible performance loss [27].

A second avenue will develop models to predict the optimal configuration given a system-level power-constraint and a strongly-scaled application. We envision involve multiple steps, including (1) developing a single-node model to predict the optimal number of cores and power allocation for the components within a node (packages and memory subsystem) and (2) a model to allocate inter-node power based on the critical path of the application and its load imbalance.
A third avenue is to study the impact of using dynamic overclocking techniques such as Turbo Boost. We will experiment with clamping DRAM power and explore how best to utilize clamping in the PKG domain. RAPL is one of the technologies that will eventually enable us to schedule power more intelligently on a power-constrained cluster.

9. CONCLUSION

In this paper we identified an emerging problem in the HPC arena: how to leverage overprovisioning in HPC installations. With power becoming a first order design constraint on our road to exascale, such overprovisioned systems will be commonplace, i.e., we will no longer be able to fully power all nodes all the time. In such a scenario, we need to understand how we can configure our applications to best exploit the overall system while adhering to a global power bound.

Our experiments show that the optimal configuration under a cluster power bound for a strongly-scaled HPC application performs much better than the configuration corresponding to the naive, worst-case provisioned scenario. We also presented some early results on package power clamping and discussed its impact on application performance as well as on configurations. Overall, our experiments show that we can obtain substantial application speedup when carefully exploiting overprovisioned systems—over 50% on average.
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